
  HSHUMA– حشومة –ְחשּוָמה 

The exhibition attempts to examine how contemporary Israeli art can express 

the concept of identity beyond the notion of “hshuma” – social shame.  

The exhibition research began by perceiving identity through its negative self, 

the prohibited and the unacceptable. The shame has left empty spaces, void 

and silence, among the artists’ experiences, charged with socio-political 

content. HSHUMA isn't just another glance at Israeli contemporary art but is 

intrinsic to it and an integral part of it. All of the participating artists share a link 

to North African culture, whether through open, deep-rooted first-person 

experience or in a faded, concealed form repressed by mainstream Israeli 

culture. 

The Moroccan word hshuma, loosely translated as “shame,” is perceived in its 

western version as a negative individual internalized feeling. It exists in relation 

to others, deeply imprinted in personal, social, family, or professional levels. 

Shame is based on social status: it defines borders, normative and exceptional 

behaviours, the individual vs. the society, private space vs. public space, 

sexuality, norms and values according to which society conducts itself. In tribal 

cultures, the fear of social ostracism resulting from exposing one’s “true self” 

which may not fit the prevailing norms or cultural values of the society to which 

the individual belongs, is the major motive for maintaining a normative façade. 

The exhibition is the result of a fascinating research quest originating in an art 

residency in Morocco several years ago. The time spent in the program brought 

up numerous issues among the majority of the artists regarding their Maghrebi 

roots and identity, developing them, maximizing their presence through their 

seeming disappearance. 

The curatorial process raised issues that the artists had recoiled from 

discussing. It was evident that the majority had actually gathered up their 

courage and delved into those very “shameful” prohibitions and points of 

encounter with their hybrid identity. Through the discourse, others realized that 

their entire aesthetic language screened and concealed their handling of 

shameful issues, such as gender, sexual identity, social issues, and more, while 

still others engaged the issue directly. Some of the artists chose to refer to the 

issue by using art historical references.  

In contrast to previous exhibitions in Israel which attempted to touch upon this 

subject,[1] HSHUMA is not placed in opposition to Ashkenazi European Zionism 

but is a new step defining aesthetic characteristics of the concept of “the new 

Mizrahi”: uncompromisingly lively and active, having already forgiven the 

Zionist narrative, bearing a creative rather than a critical outlook, wearing the 

golden “Chai” pendant precisely out of the connection to the ancient 

                                                           
[1] Two main exhibitions on the subject were “Mother Tongue,” 2002, Mishkan Museum of Art, Ein 

Harod, Curator: Dr. Tal Ben-Zvi; and “Broken Beads,” 2014, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer 
Sheva, Curator: Haim Maor. 



Canaanites, linked to the anthropology of the Promised Land. In a certain 

sense, the expression "the new Mizrahi" demands a primary link to the place, 

to the Jewish tribe. 

The exhibition HSHUMA raises numerous questions about its importance of 

“hshuma” in the contemporary Israeli art scene. Is the discourse on identity no 

longer relevant, thus announcing that Zionism has succeeded as the cultural 

melting pot forming a uniform Zionist culture? Or is the opposite true, and it is 

more relevant than ever since the return to tribal definitions referring to our 

country of origin? How can art by artists with North African roots be capable of 

defining a new identity? Is there a need for a new identity? Speaking more 

generally, are the visual arts capable of building a collective through thematic 

curatorial treatment? Can an exhibition inculcate a new concept of “the new 

Mizrahi”? Who shall decide what will be included in the canonical historical 

artworks, who are its historiographers, and what are their ethnicities? Such 

questions – and many more – are dealt with in this exhibition and will continue 

to be discussed during the show. 
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